Section 01-01

Foundation details:
- Concrete block foundation to structural engineer's details.
- 50mm thick cement sand floor finish on.
- 150mm thick concrete slab with BRC mesh A142.
- 100 gauge polythene sheet as Dpm.
- Galeader anti-termite on.
- 100mm stone dust.
- 300mm thick well compacted hardcore to Design Engineer’s details.

SECTION 03-03

D1 ELEVATION

- 300mm thick eng."s
- 600x200mm vent blocks
- 400x200mm vent blocks

D2 ELEVATION

- 400x200mm vent blocks

D3 ELEVATION

- 400x200mm vent blocks

D4 ELEVATION

Notes:
- All dimensions are in mm unless otherwise specified.
- Drawings are not to be scaled only figured dimensions to be used.

General:
- All black cotton soil to be removed from all buildings and paved surfaces.
- SVP denotes soil vent pipe to be provided at the head of the drainage system.

Structural:
- All adjacent RC work and necessary walls to be bedded with rebar iron at every alternate course.

Civil:
- All soil on cut embankment to be stabilized.
- No cutting of concrete without express approval of the architect or SE.

Mechanical:
- No cutting of concrete without express approval of the architect or SE.

Electricals:
- All testing of pipes must be completed before plastering.

Revisions:
- Proposed construction of a Generator House.
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